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. 
SECTION-A 

1. Choose the correct answer: 
i.      (c) Mutually intervisible 
ii.       (d) 51o 
iii. (a) Datum 
iv. (d) All of the above 
v. (d) 2467 cu. m. 
vi. (d) All of the above. 
vii. (c) Intersection 
viii. (a) Radiation 
ix. (d) 120o 
x. (a) Long chord 

 
SECTION-B 

Solution 2: 
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Solution 3: 
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Solution 5: 
Chainage(m)  BS(m)  IS  FS  Rise  Fall  HI  RL  Remarks 

0  0.855              100.855  100  BM=100m
20     1.545        ‐0.69     99.31    
40     2.335        ‐0.79     98.52    
60     3.115        ‐0.78     97.74    
80  0.455     3.825     ‐0.71  97.485  97.03  CP‐1 
100     1.38        ‐0.925     96.105    
120     2.055        ‐0.675     95.43    
140     2.855        ‐0.8     94.63    
160  0.585     3.455     ‐0.6  94.615  94.03  CP‐2 
180     1.015        ‐0.43     93.6    
200     1.85        ‐0.835     92.765    
220     2.755        ‐0.905     91.86    
240        3.845     ‐1.09     90.77    
Ʃ  1.895     11.125  0  ‐9.23          

Checks: 
ƩBS ‐ ƩFS  =  Ʃrise  ‐  Ʃfall  =  LRL  ‐  FRL 
‐9.23  =  ‐9.23  =  ‐9.23  OK 

Gradient:The total distance between the starting point and the last point = 260m 
Difference in level = ‐9.23 
There fore Down Gradient = 240m/9.23 = 26.002 
i.e., 1 In 26.002 or 0.038 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solutionn 6: 

 

 



Solution 7: 
Temporary adjustment of a vernier theodolite consists of following operations:  

i. Setting,  
ii. Centering,  
iii. Levelling   
iv. Focusing.  

Setting:The setting operation consists of  
a. Fixing the theodolite with the tripod stand  
b. With approximate leveling and centering over the station.  

For setting up the instrument 
i. The tripod is placed over the station with its legs widely spread so that the 

centre of the tripod head lies above the station point and its head 
approximately level (by eye estimation).  

ii. The instrument is then fixed with the tripod by screwing through trivet. The 
height of the instrument should be such that observer can see through 
telescope conveniently.  

Centering: The operation involved in placing the vertical axis of the instrument exactly 
over the station mark is known as centering.First, the approximate centering of the 
instrument is done by moving the tripod legs radially or circumferentially as per need of 
the circumstances. Note, that due to radial movement of the legs, plumb bob gets 
shifted in the direction of the movement of the leg without seriously affecting the level of 
the instrument. On the other hand, when the legs are moved side-ways or 
circumferentially, the plumb does not shift much but the level gets affected. Sometimes, 
the instrument and the tripod have to be moved bodily for centering. It must be noted 
that the centering and leveling of instrument is done recursively.  

Levelling: Levelling of an instrument is done to make the vertical axis of the instrument 
truly vertical.Three leveling screws are present in a theodolite instrument. Leveling is 
being achieved by carrying out the following steps  

Step 1: Bring one of the level tube parallel to any two of the foot screws, by rotating the 
upper part of the instrument.  
Step 2: The bubble is brought to the centre of the level tube by rotating both the foot 
screws either inward or outward. The bubble moves in the same direction as the left 
thumb. [Figure (a)] 
Step 3: The bubble of the other level tube is then brought to the centre of the level tube 
by rotating the third foot screw either inward or outward [Figure (b)]. [In step 1 itself, the 
other plate level will be parallel to the line joining the third foot screw and the centre of 
the line joining the previous two foot screws.]  
Step 4: Repeat Step 2 and step 3 in the same quadrant till both the bubble remain 
central.  
Step 5: By rotating the upper part of the instrument through 180°, the level tube is 
brought parallel to first two foot screws in reverse order. The bubble will remain in the 
centre if the instrument is in permanent adjustment. Otherwise, repeat the whole 
process starting from step1 to step5.  
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